Inter Vivos Gift as Land Inheritance Mechanism for FELDA Land Holding
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Abstract

This study aims to identify the key points of the FELDA land inheritance issues and their possible solutions. Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960 was analyzed as it is the main act that regulates FELDA land management. This study discovered that Section 14 limits the land holding to not more than two holders while Section 15 prohibits subdividing or partitioning over FELDA land holding. An administrator is appointed to manage the land on behalf of other heirs and this practice poses risk as the administrator may fail to execute the trust. Hence, inter vivos gift is proposed to address this problem. It was also found that status of FELDA land holding is considered as ‘Conditional Holding’ since it limits the number of registered holders and authorisation to inherit the FELDA land to the second FELDA settlers generation This study concluded that inter vivos gift is legal and this is evidenced from the Section 215, National Land Code 1965 which demonstrates that FELDA land holding can be transferred to the second generation via ‘Form 14A’ at the land offices with the consent from the State Authority and FELDA management as specified in the Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960.
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1. Introduction

In early 1950s, majority of land development was controlled by multinational corporations, while Malaysians (now Malaysians) only managed small and uneconomical pieces of land. As a result, the Malaysian government established Federal Land Development Authority (FELDA) on July 1st, 1956 through the Land Development Act (Ordinance No.2 of 1956). Historically, the establishment has been a major driver of the urbanization of the rural areas by settling new areas for rubber and oil palm plantations (Leong Fee, 1985; Mehmet, 1982; Sutton, 1989; Sutton & Buang, 1995). Although other countries such as Indonesia, Sri Lanka and Nepal have their own land settlement planning, they have scarce land sources. However, in the context of Malaysia, the government has given 8 to 10 acres for each FELDA settler (Thapa & Weber, 1989).

The main objectives of FELDA are to focus on resettlement schemes for the landless person and to reduce rural poverty (Barau & Said, 2016; Saadun et al., 2018). To date, FELDA is the world’s biggest Crude Palm Oil (CPO) producer, with an output of 3.1 million tons annually (Tong, 2017) and one of the most effective land settlement schemes in the world (Kamaruddin, 2018). In order to achieve the objectives, FELDA settlers must be Malaysian citizens and do not have any land except less than two acres or one lot of urban land for residential or both as set out in Section 19, Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960 (Kadimi, 2006; Mat Som, 2003).

Settlers of this scheme were assigned 8 to 10 acres of agricultural land for plantation and half an acre for residences. They accepted credit from the government for forest clearance costs and they are made compulsory to reimburse this credit within 15 years. They are known as the first FELDA settlers generation. While, the
second FELDA settlers generation can be defined as children to the first settlers who involve in the FELDA settlement scheme (Barau & Said, 2016; Md Yassin, Shafii, Shareh Musa, & Bakri, 2017).

Although the FELDA settlers live in rural areas, numerous modern and complete infrastructure facilities have been provided such as electricity, clinics, water and school (Abdul Malek, Abdul Razak, Salman, Mohd Nor, & Abdullah, 2012). However, some of the second FELDA generation have migrated to city to pursue better life as a result of poor development and production, lack of job prospects and inability to sustain their daily expenditure. This matter typically happens for those who have higher education level that motivates them to migrate, meanwhile others who have low education will stay in FELDA (Azman et al., 2014; Idris, 2004). Thus, FELDA population and productive manpower to manage the plantation decline progressively. The situation is worsening when majority of the first FELDA generation, are at old age and have poor health conditions (Che Din et al., 2014; Fredericks, 2012; Md Yassin et al., 2017; Mohamed et al., 2019; Nik Sazila et al., 2018; Suhaili & Rahim, 2018).

Therefore, it can be seen that the second generation is the key factor to ensure FELDA land could be developed continuously (Md Hashim, Abdul Hamid, Abdullah, & Alias, 2009). Various schemes have been promoted by FELDA to encourage them to stay. For instance, entrepreneurship and education programs have been introduced to curb migration among second generations and to develop FELDA constantly (Abd Aziz, Wan Hassan, & Saud, 2012; Mohamad Radzi, Mohd Nor, & Mohezar Ali, 2017; Mohamed et al., 2019; O’Donnell, Mansor, Yogeesvaran, & Rashid, 2017; Selamat, Hayrol Aziz, Anuar, Azmi, & Endut, 2015, 2017). At the same time, Malaysian government is also committed in offering residential construction support to the second generation which enables them to remain in FELDA (Economic Plan Unit, 2015).

Furthermore, this second generations is also vital to guarantee the sustainability of FELDA land through inheritance as they will succeed the first FELDA settler generation. Yet, the major problem of FELDA land inheritance is the restriction in the Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960 which restricts only two registered names as land holders (Kamarudin & Abdullah, 2016; Md Yassin et al., 2017; Mohamed et al., 2014; Mohamad, Muslim, Wan Hassan, Umar, & Mamat, 2019; Mohamed Hasnan, Wahid, Muda, & Mohd Yusuf, 2017). It poses difficulty and dispute among legal heirs in determining who are the most eligible land holder (Suhaili & Rahim, 2018). Consequently, from 44170 death cases in FELDA between 1960 to 2016, there are 8872 cases that are still unsettled, the goals of FELDA for land development and eradicating poverty will not be realized. Hence, in this work, relevant act and legislation are analyzed to identify key points of the inheritance issue and potential solutions. This study aims to propose inter vivos gift as an alternative method of inheritance by taking into account the impact of conventional inheritance practice to the FELDA settlers and their next generations.

2. Inheritance Issues of FELDA Land

During the early FELDA land resettlement, the settlers did not directly own the land individually after they had explored a new FELDA land area. There are slight differences between rubber plantations and oil palm plantations in terms of land holding scheme. The ‘Full Holding’ for rubber plantation will only be given after the settlers clear all their debts. On the other hand, for oil palm plantation, ‘Full Holding’ will not be given to the settlers even after they have cleared all the debts due to ‘Block System’. This means that every 20 settlers are commonly allocated an area of 200 acres (80 hectares) for their plantation collectively and each settler cannot specify which part they belong to as ‘Letter of Holding’ was issued to a 200 acre land with 20 names of settlers (Abdul Hamid, 2000; Mat Hussain & Nor Muhamad, 2013).

Settlers will be entitled to at least one residential lot and one plantation lot. Accordingly, the land holding is a ‘Stranded Holding’ (hak milik berangkai) in which the settlers hold inseparable holding on residential and agricultural lot (Suhaili & Rahim, 2018). The status of ‘Letter of Holding’ that is issued by State Authority to all FELDA land settlers is ‘Leasehold’ for 99 years (Mohamad et al., 2014) as underlined by Section 11(1), (3) and (4), Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960.

The arising issue on FELDA land holding is the restriction of interest and condition imposed by the Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960, even though land settlement is allowed by the National Land Code 1965. The restriction regarding to FELDA land holding is as stipulated in Section 15, Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960 which this FELDA land could not be subdivided or partitioned. In the context of inheritance estate, one of the most important restrictions is Section 14 which limits the land holding to not more than two holders. This section clearly complicates the process of inheritance if the settler has more than two heirs.

Thus, in the conventional practice, one or two administrators will be appointed to manage the plantation and share the income derive from plantation activities among legal heirs proportionately. Nonetheless, there are
many cases in which the appointed administrators fail to execute the trust (Hassan & Abdul Rashid, 2019; Kamarudin, Abdullah, & Mohamad, 2015; Mohamed Hasnan et al., 2017). This causes several heirs not to gain any income. There are also some administrators who only hand over half of the income to FELDA and sell another half to outsiders illegally. Consequently, FELDA does not have any records regarding income from the settlers (Arifin & Hussin, 2015; Mat Hussain & Nor Muhamad, 2013; Nor Muhamad & Mat Hussain, 2014). As a result, the main objectives of FELDA land settlement are not achieved and settlers and their heirs still remain living in poverty and unable to contribute to the national economic development.

3. Inter Vivos Gift for FELDA Land Holding

Inheritance estate for FELDA settlers is FELDA land holding which covers their plantation land and residential site. As practiced in Malaysia, the deceased settlers will transfer their FELDA land holding through faraid (Islamic inheritance), bequest, inter vivos gift, matrimonial asset (harta sepencarian) and endowment (waqf). Through faraid, bequest and matrimonial asset, the FELDA land holding will be transferred to beneficiaries after the death of settlers. On the contrary, via inter vivos gift, beneficiaries will acquire the FELDA land holding during settlers’ lifetime (Kamarudin & Nor Muhamad, 2018).

Practically, inter vivos gift is a contract of giving voluntarily, without any consideration and enforcement during benefactors’ lifetime. Based on the definition, a valid inter vivos gift must be completed during benefactors’ lifetime, which becomes effective after ‘offer and accept’ procedure and ‘possession’ delivery of the asset. If there are any imposed conditions violate the nature and requirement of inter vivos, that condition is null and void but the inter vivos gift is valid and enforceable (Abdul Ghani & Ahmad Razali, 2018; Nor Muhamad, Che Yaacob, & Matt Hussain, 2017; Nor Muhamad et al., 2019; Othman, Mohamed Said, Muda, & Nor Muhamad, 2017). For instance, the main issue in Re Abdul Rahman bin Hj Ahmad & Ors [2013] ShLR 51 is ‘possession’ of inter vivos gift. In this case, the ownership of the asset was not transferred by the benefactors to the beneficiaries during lifetime. At the same time, beneficiaries pay all the utilities and damages. The court decided that inter vivos gift is valid because the asset was occupied, managed and maintained by the beneficiaries. It demonstrates beneficiaries’ dominance on the asset, even though the transfer of ownership has not been concluded by the benefactors.

To analyze the position of inter vivos gift for FELDA land holding, this study evaluates the extent to which this practice fulfills the rules and condition of inter vivos gift. There are four main rules for inter vivos gift in which there should be benefactors, beneficiaries, asset and ‘offer and acceptance’ deliveries (Muhammad Serji & Shapiee, 2018).

With respect to benefactors, he/she must be an individual with ‘legal capacity’ to make a transaction. Thus, they must be rational, at puberty, independent and legal owner of the asset (Azhar, Hussain, Badarulzaman, & Mohd Noor, 2014). In the case of Teh bt Ngah v Limah bt Ismail & Ors [2011] 4 ShLR 64, the plaintiff demanded for verification of inter vivos gift against a piece of land in Pengadang Buluh, Terengganu which was registered under the name of Ismail bin Mamat (the deceased). The land alleged to have been given to the plaintiff by the deceased during his lifetime. The court allowed plaintiff’s application that the deceased was the registered owner of the land. The deceased had fulfilled the conditions of making inter vivos gift because he was the registered owner of the land and free to transfer it to anyone. Conversely, for FELDA land holding, settlers are not absolute holders of FELDA land because that holding is subjected to restriction set by Section 15, Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960. The status of ‘Partial Holding’ is also demonstrated by ‘Letter of Holding’ that clearly remarks ‘Leasehold’ status for 99 years. In addition, if settlers request to transfer their holding, they must acquire consent from the State Authority and FELDA management.

Furthermore, with regard to beneficiaries, they could be anyone, capable to control and accept inter vivos gift. In other words, benefactors transfer the ownership of the asset to the beneficiaries to guarantee them control and they own the inter vivos gift entirely (Ibrahim, 2017). Referring to the court decision in the case of Re Abdul Rahman bin Hj Ahmad & Ors [2013] 1 ShLR 51, the court stipulated that beneficiaries must be capable and qualified individuals to accept inter vivos gift. However, the beneficiaries have no right to receive FELDA land holding because the registered holder is blocked from transferring it to beneficiaries as referred to Section 14 and 15, Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960.

Next, in term of asset, the main conditions are the asset must exist when the contract is made, determined, recognized by law and owned by the benefactors (Muda, 2009). In this case, asset to be transferred is FELDA land holding. Similar to ‘benefactors’ and ‘beneficiaries’ situation, FELDA land holding cannot be transferred due to status of holding that is imposed on the asset based on Section 14 and 15, Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960.
Lastly, ‘offer and acceptance’ refers to consent between benefactors and beneficiaries either by words or deeds. It also demonstrates the willingness of benefactors to transfer his/her asset to the beneficiaries as well as the desires of beneficiaries to accept the inter vivos gift (Sarip, Adnan, & Jusoh, 2017). In the context of inter vivos gift for FELDA land holding, the need to fulfill ‘offer and acceptance’ does not arise compare to other rules.

Based on aforementioned discussion, generally inter vivos through transfer the holding is blocked by Section 14 and 15, Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960 as the settlers have ‘Partial Holding’ on FELDA land. Consequently, for settlers who still intend to transfer their holding, it is subjected to the permission by the State Authority and FELDA management. The utmost important motive of this restriction is to maintain the status of FELDA land (Mohamed Hasnan et al., 2017). Deprived by this restriction, the problem of multiple ownerships will occur as practiced by other types of land except FELDA (Kamarudin, Zaman, & Meor Razak, 2019). Multiple ownerships will contribute to difficulties to the owners to gain benefits such as agricultural and SME activities due to uneconomic size of land (Ahmad, Jamsari, Nasir, Hehsen, & Hassan, 2017; Hanif, Azriyati, Abdul-Rahman, Wang, & Wood, 2015; Kamarudin & Nor Muhamad, 2018; Sulong & Taha, 2016; Taha, Sulong, & Ayub, 2015).

4. Status of FELDA Land Holding

For FELDA land holding, this study argues that the holding status is a significant element as it determines the legal effect of inter vivos gift. In one aspect, FELDA land holding is considered as ‘Partial Holding’, instead of ‘Full Holding’ by the settlers (Mohd Yusuf, 2018). Still, this type of status is not an absolute practice and yet debatable. In Malaysian law, theoretically ‘Full Holding’ can be defined as an individual dominates the physical and usufruct on the asset. ‘Full Holding’ implies permanent ownership and not bound by any period of time. Such holding can merely be terminated when the asset is damaged, transferred to others or the death of owners. In other words, he/she can arrange and manage the asset freely (Noordin, Ismail, Abd Rahman, Haron, & Abdullah, 2016).

In the meantime, ‘Full holding’ takes place in three ways, which are ‘control the asset that is not owned by anyone’, by ‘contract’ and ‘inheritance’. ‘Control the asset that is not owned by anybody’ can be done through exploring new areas, hunting and mining. Whereas, ‘Full Holding’ by a ‘contract’ means transferring the holding through trading, inter vivos giving and bequeathing. Lastly, holding by ‘inheritance’ occurs when a person inherits the asset from deceased parents (Nor Muhamad, 2011).

Based on the theory of holding, status of FELDA land holding should be evaluated from various perspectives. FELDA land holding is not considered as ‘Full Holding’ because of the restriction that must be complied with. Likewise, FELDA land holding is not considered as ‘Partial Holding’ because FELDA land holding will be inherited by legal heirs after the death of settlers. Furthermore, the settlers have been conferred by State Authority under ‘Leasehold’ when they have cleared debt to FELDA and settled other payments. FELDA settlers have the right to do anything on their land as long as they do not violate the Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960 such as renovating residential house and hiring outsider to manage the plantation. This point contradicts with the concept of ‘Partial Holding’.

Based on these, this study recommends that FELDA land holding is considered as ‘Conditional Holding’ where the land holding is conferred to settlers with several restrictions in Section 11 and 15, Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960. This land holding cannot be categorized as ‘Partial Holding’ because partial holding definitely cannot be inherited. Meanwhile, Section 14(2), explicitly permits inheritance to the settler legal heirs which limits only to two beneficiaries.

5. Rationale of Inter Vivos Gift towards FELDA Land Holding

This study argues that the appointment of administrators can be problematic in the future. The two administrators represent a number of heirs and must share the income among the heirs. This situation is getting worse when one of the administrators passes away. Other legal heirs must appoint a new administrator. At the same time, the legal heirs of the deceased also have their rights to the inheritance estate. This would be different if the FELDA land holding is transferred as inter vivos gift directly to one or two beneficiaries. The beneficiaries will benefit land settlement efficiently through management and planning for land development and maintenance.

Other than that, inter vivos gift can also address dispute issues among legal heirs in the event of the death of settlers. The conventional method of appointing administrators often causes dissatisfaction among heirs who do not get appointed as administrators. Thus, this method will create more complicated inheritance management compared to inter vivos gift. Through inter vivos gift, the benefactors gain the permission from other legal heirs to complete the transfer process. This will reduce potential disputes among legal heirs, allow the process of
inheritance estate management become easier and to promote affection among family (Kamarudin et al., 2020).

5.1 Proposition 1: FELDA Land Inheritance through Appointed Administrator

This study assumes the first settler has one wife and three sons as illustrated in Table 1. For each son, they have one wife and three (grand) sons. The original share for husband is 1/1. After the death of the husband, the FELDA land holding will be inherited by the wife and three sons. In this case, Son (1) is appointed as the administrator of the land. At the same time, he is responsible to distribute any revenue derived from the plantation activities to his mother and two other brothers according to *faraid* formula; 1/8 for his mother and 7/8 is shared equally among siblings, 7/24 respectively. Later, the first son passes away and he left one wife and three sons. This poses problem as who will be appointed as the administrator. In this case, the second brother becomes the appointed administrator. He is responsible to distribute the revenue about 7/192 to his sister in law and 119/1728 to each nephew. For illustration, the total revenue of the plantation is RM5000 per month, thus the highest share belongs to Son (2) and Son (3) which is RM1458.33 and the lowest belongs to (Grand) Son (1), (2) and (3) which is RM34.43. This practice eventually causes everyone to get smaller share due to the multiple heirs problem.

Table 1. FELDA Land inheritance through appointment of administrator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heir(s)</th>
<th>Original share</th>
<th>Share (Son (1) as administrator)</th>
<th>Heir(s)</th>
<th>Share to Son (1)’s heirs (Son (2) as administrator)</th>
<th>Total share</th>
<th>Total revenue (RM5,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Husband (Dead)</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Husband (Dead)</td>
<td>300/1728 (25/144)</td>
<td>RM868.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>7/144</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son (1)</td>
<td>7/24</td>
<td></td>
<td>Son (2)</td>
<td>504/1728 (7/24)</td>
<td>RM1458.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son (3)</td>
<td>7/24</td>
<td></td>
<td>Son (3)</td>
<td>504/1728 (7/24)</td>
<td>RM1458.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife (Grand Son (1))</td>
<td>7/192</td>
<td>63/1728</td>
<td></td>
<td>RM182.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Grand Son (2))</td>
<td>119/1728</td>
<td>119/1728</td>
<td>RM34.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Grand Son (3))</td>
<td>119/1728</td>
<td>119/1728</td>
<td>RM34.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Proposition 2: FELDA Land Inheritance through Inter Vivos Gift

While, in Table 2, this study assumes that there are family members (husband, wife and three sons), share for FELDA land and the total revenue (RM5000). FELDA land holding by husband is 1/1 share. During his life time, husband transfers the share to Son (1). Thus the FELDA land holding belongs to Son (1). He will benefit from the FELDA land revenue which is RM5000 and does not have any obligation to share the revenue among other family members through *faraid* formula.
Table 2. FELDA land inheritance through inter vivos gift

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family members</th>
<th>Share</th>
<th>Family members</th>
<th>Share</th>
<th>Total revenue (RM5000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Husband</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>Husband</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wife</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Son (1)</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>RM5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Son (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Son (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Practically, this FELDA land holding could be transferred directly from benefactors to beneficiaries which involve transfer process through ‘Form 14A’ instrument at the land offices as stated in Section 215, National Land Code 1965 (Abdul Rashid & Yaakub, 2010; Muhammad Serji & Shapiee, 2018). However, this type of transfer may only take place with the consent from the State Authority and FELDA management as stipulated in Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960.

Hence, instead of direct transfer through ‘Form 14A’, inter vivos gift can be made through documentation. By this method, all the requirements in formatting inter vivos gift should be fulfilled (Noordin et al., 2016). Benefactors may appoint a trustee to perform his/her obligation that is explicitly listed through the Deed of Trust. Thus the holding transfer process is only executed after the death of settlers. The land office will certify this inter vivos gift documentation if there is no objection among legal heirs or after obtaining order from the court to transfer FELDA land holding to beneficiaries. Even though Section 14(2), Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act 1960 allows FELDA land to be jointly held by not more than two holders, this study suggests there should be only a single beneficiary of the FELDA land inheritance through inter vivos to overcome the problem of uneconomic size of land.

6. Conclusion

FELDA plays essential role in Malaysia’ economic growth particularly in the agricultural sector. Yet the main problem is inheritance by the second generation of settlers. To address this issue, this study has analyzed the laws relating to inheritance of FELDA land and also potential solution. There are two restrictions imposed by the laws namely non-transferability and limited number of beneficiaries that can be registered in FELDA land holding. These restrictions contribute to delays in inheritance management, disputes among legal heirs and potential irresponsibility of appointed administrators. Thus, inter vivos gift is a practical solution which transfers ownership to a single beneficiary as to maintain FELDA’s primary objective of eradicating poverty and boosting rural economic development. The next study will need to be conducted by identifying the settlers’ willingness to apply this alternative mechanism of FELDA land inheritance. Simultaneously, inheritance seminars and courses should be conducted to disseminate the information about the concept in order to facilitate the process of FELDA land inheritance.
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